The gold-exchange standard of the 1920s, at least among economists, has suffered an infamous postscript. "There are few Englishmen who do not rejoice at the breaking of our gold fetters," Keynes declared when Britain elected to abandon the system in 1931. In the current era, when monetary authorities have institutionalized flexible exchange rates with a modicum of success, most analysts looking backward tend to agree. The attempt to reconstitute the status quo ante by reestablishing the gold standard after World War I proved "a dreadful mistake," opines Peter Temin. Barry Eichengreen insists that only when the monetary authorities repudiated the principles of "orthodox finance" could recovery from the Great Depression begin. Allan Melzer sees no compelling evidence that a gold-standard regime offers superior price stability to compensate for the easier transmission of shocks or the potential variability in output and employment.

The classic older treatment by Charles Kindleberger does not fully echo those criticisms. Kindleberger concedes that monetary adjustment mechanisms did not work properly in the Depression, but he faults a culmination of policy failures as much as insurmountable structural problems. Still, Kindleberger views the monetary regime of the 1920s as fatally impaired by the absence of a hegemon. Great Britain no longer possessed the financial clout to clear the market of distress goods, lend counter-cyclically, or
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discount in a crisis. The United States did not yet acknowledge a responsibility proportionate to its economic means to serve as the global stabilizer. Although Kindleberger differs in emphasis from his Keynesian successors, he, too, regards the gold-exchange standard regime as inadequate in practice to the challenges of post–World War I reconstruction.

Every international monetary regime, however, reflects the political and cultural circumstances that attend its birth and sustain it. That proved true after both military catastrophes of our century. The familiar events of the more recent past illustrate the point. They provide a normative template by which we can measure the 1920s in retrospect. The shape of the Bretton Woods arrangements adopted after World War II did not turn mainly on the theoretical principles in contention, still less on the respective drafting skills of Harry Dexter White and Maynard Keynes. When the hostilities ended in 1945, the United States boasted half of global manufacturing capacity and two-thirds of world monetary gold. Those hard facts, as interpreted by policymakers with specific life experiences, bureaucratic loyalties, and economic preferences, inevitably determined the outcome. The Bretton Woods system ended in the 1960s when the proportion between American resources and those of the rest of the world altered fundamentally. The floating-rate system that developed after 1973 has also continued to evolve. The current regime retains the outward form but not the inner content of dispositions obtaining two decades ago. In the 1970s, central banks and treasuries could, and frequently did, manage rates in the service of domestic objectives. Today, outside regional groupings that have opted out of floating, exchange-rate movements largely register the uncoordinated expectations of multinational corporate treasurers and bank arbitrageurs.

To sum up, monetary arrangements and institutions represent an implicit bargaining framework for organizing international economic relations. Those arrangements and institutions may work more or less efficiently. When they fail, however, one should examine the political as well as the technical reasons for their breakdown. The gold-exchange standard ultimately collapsed because the leading nations of the Western world could not settle their intertwined domestic distributive controversies and international political conflicts after the most destructive of all wars up to that time.

Among economists there currently exists a fair degree of consensus about the way monetary arrangements worked between the wars. One might describe that current orthodoxy with mild irreverence as the Gospel according to Saint Peter and Archangel Barry. A gold-standard regime involves fixed currency values in terms of gold, the free flow of gold between countries, and the absence of a structured forum for international coordination. Adjustment is supposed to take place automatically. Deficit countries must contract their currencies and deflate until they balance external accounts. Surplus countries may expand their currencies, raise consumption, and import more. Significantly, however, they pay little penalty for not doing so and accumulating gold instead. The burden of adjustment thus falls asymmetrically on debtors. The latter must deflate rather than devalue. When labor-union power and a democratic ethos render wages inflexible downward, adjustment implies the fall of output and employment. Such a process transmogrified the severe but manageable downturn of 1929–30—originally not qualitatively different from the recession of 1920–1—into a catastrophic depression.

11 Tenny, Lessons from the Great Depression, 1–88; Eichengreen, Golden Years, 3–46.
When the guns fell silent in 1918, the United States remained the only major country with a currency still tied to gold, although severe price inflation had taken place even there. Yet the Cunliffe Committee in Great Britain expressed no doubt that that country should return to the gold standard as soon as feasible. Reputable authorities in London and New York differed only on the pace of the transition and the modalities of the return. Russell C. Leffingwell of J. P. Morgan & Co. argued typically that, despite the temporary maladjustment of prices, "the way to resume is to resume," Maynard Keynes and his fellow publicist-economists seemed to think that price changes were "a disease rather than a symptom." In fact, the overriding issue, said Leffingwell, was to restore confidence. "When a bank's doors open again after a period of trouble, there are always heavy withdrawals at the outset by people who have been prevented from making withdrawals by the suspension. The trick is to pay everybody very promptly, and . . . to assure the world that the bank is open to stay."

By early 1925, Governor Montagu Norman of the Bank of England and his Federal Reserve Bank of New York (FRBNY) counterpart, Benjamin Strong, had concluded that a failure to resume would lead to a long period of unsettled conditions, the recrudescence of paper-money expedients and uncontrolled inflation in Europe, the progressive deterioration of other currencies against the dollar, and a hemorrhage of gold to the United States. Temin considers that view "tragically flawed." He contends that a sterling rate of $4.35 rather than $4.86 would not have improved British trade prospects decisively; the fixed-rate regime itself proved unacceptably rigid. He notes additionally that other countries returned to gold at misaligned parities: The Germans arguably overvalued the mark in 1924, and the French demonstrably undervalued the franc in 1926.

Echoing the contemporary view of the British-dominated League of Nations Financial Committee, Temin claims that the United States and France, the two major nations with undervalued currencies, failed to expand their economies sufficiently in the later 1920s. A maldistribution of gold resulted. Sterling suffered chronic weakness after the French began to convert their foreign currency holdings and to move toward a gold bullion standard after 1928. That fact assumed particular salience since the Bank of England had played the leading part in the financial reconstruction of other Continental countries; most central banks in Europe and the British Empire held sterling as a key reserve currency. Hence, the whole system rested on shaky foundations.

The peculiar difficulties of German financial management added further complications. Germany financed reparations outpayments and its current-account deficit by long- and short-term borrowing abroad. Recalling the ravages of the 1923 hyperinflation on bondholders, domestic lenders insisted on a risk premium to hold government obligations. After a disastrous experiment in 1927, the Reichsbank found that it could attract foreign funds only by keeping the discount rate high, and that imparted a deflationary bias to the German economy. When in mid-1928 the United States allegedly curtailed capital exports and raised the discount rate to discourage stock market speculation, the weaknesses of the system stood dangerously exposed. In other words, an unyielding policy regime constrained output and employment even before the downturn of 1929–30. Caught in the grip of economic orthodoxy, treasuries and central banks subsequently raised interest rates and balanced budgets in order to defend their currencies instead of expanding the money supply and embracing deficit finance to spur the real economy. When Britain abandoned the gold standard in September 1931, it nevertheless sought to accumulate reserves and thus transmitted deflation elsewhere. And when the United States finally depreciated its currency against gold in late 1933, it missed a chance to bolster the economy by expanding the money supply proportionately. Eichengreen, Temin, and their ideological bedfellows do not hesitate to embellish their ex post facto analysis with occasional heuristic grace notes. Eichengreen voices satisfaction that, after World War II, "the hegemony of the Keynesian model endowed policymakers in different countries with a common conceptual framework, facilitating efforts at international cooperation." And Temin deplores the monetarist zeal displayed by "Fed" Chairman Paul Volcker in 1979 with the

---
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aim of breaking the Jimmy Carter inflation. Volcker’s “sharply deflationary” policies, he expositulates, almost led to an “economic meltdown.”

II

The financial history of the 1920s looks rather different to the archival historian who reads history forward rather than with Argus-eyed hindsight. The nineteenth-century version of the pure gold standard turns out not to work so differently from the gold-exchange variant as textbook models lead one to suppose. Bloomfield and Triffin show that countries violated the supposedly automatic rules for the adjustment of surpluses and deficits before World War I as well as after it. Export and import fluctuations, as well as relative prices, tended to move in parallel rather than in contrast. Surplus countries sometimes neutralized gold inflows rather than expand; deficit countries rarely induced major downward wage adjustments. Nor did changes in discount rates play a uniform role in forcing cost discrepancies into line. Instead, huge international capital movements accommodated deficits or surpluses for decades at a time without compelling any correction on current account. 20

While single-crop commodity producers on the periphery suffered periodically from capital shortages, the core industrial nations preserved exchange stability without restricting trade or frequently shipping gold. The system worked smoothly because of policy harmonization and substantial cooperation by central bankers, who shared a common outlook and a commitment to sound money, and because of the felicitous coordinating function played by the London City in extending credit and financing trade. By 1913, Triffin reminds us, paper currency and bank deposits accounted for nine-tenths of world monetary circulation, gold for only one-tenth. Moreover, central banks held sterling and other hard currencies as a substitute for gold reserves, although the prewar share of Devisen in total reserves amounted to only two-thirds the proportion reached in 1928. 21 Finally, the monetary authorities in advanced countries had already begun experiments in stabilizing silver currencies at the periphery through a gold-exchange standard. Britain introduced that arrangement in India in 1893; the United

24 Eichengreen, Golden Fleece, 199.
in the first postwar years turned on the rivalry between the two currencies. Governor Norman offered his "Genoa proposals" in 1922 with the hope that as many countries as possible would hold reserves in sterling and that London would resume pride of place as what Keynes later called (with characteristic national hubris) "the conductor of the international orchestra." 26 Although Strong wished to cooperate with Norman, he nurtured growing reservations about the key-currency idea. He worried about accepting responsibilities for stabilization abroad that might conflict with his primary responsibilities at home. He did not want to hand a "blank check" to some of the impoverished nations of the world, or to their banks of issue, and especially to those whose government finances are in complete disorder and quite beyond control. 27

Beneath the flowery language about central-bank cooperation, Norman pursued a tenacious rivalry with Strong over the basis for stabilizing European currencies in 1922-4. Norman talked the talk of cooperative endeavor with his FRBNY colleague, but revealed more nationalist inclinations to his European interlocutors. That is why he nurtured a cozy friendship with the arch-inflationist Rudolf Havenstein in Germany and why he labored indefatigably to line up the Dutch and Scandinavian central-bank governors on his side. Norman schemed relentlessly in the winter of 1923-4 to defeat the idea, implicit in the Dawes Plan, of stabilizing the new German currency on gold. Norman would have preferred to base the Reichsmark exclusively on sterling so that the Reichsbank would hold its external balances in London. Tempos ran high on the British and American sides; Hjalmar Schacht of the Reichsbank played the middle duplicitously against both ends. In the final analysis, Robert Kindersley and his fellow negotiators at the 1924 London Conference discreetly fudged the matter. But the fine print of the German banking law in essence linked the new Reichsmark to gold. That settlement magnified the pressure on London to resume its prewar parity as well. 28

Sayers and Moggridge have detailed the extensive policy discussions that Chancellor of the Exchequer Winston Churchill orchestrated in early 1925 before agreeing to resume gold payments at $4.86 to the pound. The high-level expert debate that preceded resumption, carried on within the bureaucracy as well as the public prints, has few models or parallels in diligence. 29 No doubt policymakers lacked the statistical knowledge that might have led to better forecasting. Yet it is far from obvious, even today, whether as a political matter the decision to go back on gold was right or wrong.

A. W. Phillips later claimed that, by examining experience over the half-century before the war, one could fairly accurately have predicted the level of unemployment that would persist once the average decline of wage rates in 1925-9. But Samuelson and Solow offer a generally persuasive response. 30 One cannot easily separate the effects of cost changes and demand shifts on the price level. Hence, Governor Normai and his colleagues in the Treasury could not have predicted the high unemployment and sluggish growth rate of the later 1920s without supplementary data on the mobility of labor markets and without knowing how international trade would develop once other trading countries had returned to stable currency values. Perhaps the British should have realized that German coal mines, idled during the Ruhr occupation, had modernized sufficiently to drive British coal from international markets. But such details seemed to hold at most peripheral significance. 31

Compelling political reasons mandated an early return to gold. The key Dominions, as well as several European nations, had already determined to resume gold payments. In effect, Britain could merely choose to lead the movement or to bring up the rear. If Britain lagged behind, the gold bill would ineffectively replace the sterling bill as the chief medium of exchange. The country would lose on revenue from invisibles what it potentially gained on export trade. 32 Josiah Stamp, one of the Dawes Plan architects in 1924, articulated the fear of the average manufacturer lest overseas political pressure price British goods out of world markets. "New York cracks the whip," he complained, "and London obeys the signal." His fellow expert Owen Young, a director of the New York "Fed," articulated the broader vision that

26 Clarke, Central Bank Cooperation, 73; quotations in Eichengreen, Golden Fives, 8. There is much evidence for Norman's political motives at Genoa in files GB/35 (Committee of Treasury), and G20/8-9 (Governor's Misc. Correspondence), Bank of England.
27 Benjamin Strong to Montagu Norman, 14 July 1922, File 1116.3, FRBNY.
28 Clarke, Central Bank Cooperation, 45-67; provides a sustained version of these events. The biographer Andrew Boyle, Montagu Norman (London, 1967), 157-78, also smooths the rough edges. The Bank of England files on the Bank of England memorandum, OW34/117-120, and also the correspondence files with the Reichsbankdirektorium, OV34/25-72, provide evidence of a far less cooperative environment. See also Hans Otto Schöna, Die Kampf um die Mark, 1923/24 (Berlin, 1987).
actuated the transatlantic proponents of a return to gold from the Dawes Plan deliberations onward. Both countries, Young replied, would have to take discernible risks to foster stability of the international structure:

Quite apart from the question of whether the gold standard is the best, I am satisfied ... that it is unwise to introduce ... the speculative elements of any new experiment. ... We should use, so far as we can, well-known and well-understood machinery in order that we may the more quickly, and with a greater certainty, get back to stable exchanges, and thereby take the first step toward freer international markets.

III

The historical record reveals that sterling remained a weak link in the key-currency chain throughout the late 1920s. We can plausibly classify that development, however, as a contingent political outcome rather than a systemic flaw in the monetary regime. After all, the London City had smoothly coordinated discount markets before World War I with relatively slender reserves. And Montagu Norman deliberately misstated gold holdings and secretly sterilized the inflows in order to make the situation seem more precarious than it was. Precisely as predicted, moreover, Britain's return to gold in 1925 paved the way for an ambitious program of central-bank cooperation to stabilize currencies and revive trade on the European continent over the next three years. The respective central banks of France and England cultivated an uneasy rivalry over the details of financial reconstruction that burst into the open in the Rumanian case. The struggle had political overtones, for beneath a diaphanous banking facade Norman allied himself with Schacht and covertly sought to undermine French political influence in Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, after numerous excursions and alarms, most nations in Europe (as well as Latin America) heed the prescriptions of the "money doctors" and returned to stable rates.

Poincaré admittedly undervalued the franc when France stabilized de facto in 1926 at one-fifth of the 1914 par. One can argue, however, that a middle-sized country faced with containing Germany and upholding the Versailles treaty virtually alone might bolster international security,

broadly conceived, by modestly underpricing its tradables to spur domestic economic growth. True, the consequent gold inflow into France outpaced most expectations. Yet that need not have resulted in gold reallocation if Paris had developed more sophisticated money-market institutions allowing it to recycle resources outward, or if the political menace that Germany posed to the status quo had not made it imprudent to do so. The evolution of the British domestic economy reflected policy choices as well. Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin aimed to dish the Diehards and re-fashion the Conservative Party as a center party attractive to the skilled working class. He therefore preferred an indecisive end to the 1926 General Strike that would promote class unity to an open defeat for organized labor that would keep the lid on wages. For similar reasons, the Baldwin government did not dare tackle an overgenerous welfare system that fostered labor immobility by allowing the long-term unemployed to remain in their familiar social settings within the Depressed Areas. In light of later experience, it seems implausible that any untargeted macroeconomic policies could have overcome the specific regional problems of declining industries in the Midlands, Scotland, and Wales. Nor did world trade generally expand as fast as optimists had hoped. The World Economic Conference of 1927 deadlocked between British advocates of open markets and French proponents of cartel restrictions and failed to produce a practical result. What seems could have foreseen all that?

By 1927, both Strong and Norman acknowledged that they were presiding over a managed-currency system and not one that could adjust to shocks automatically. For various reasons, however, the notable Central Bankers meeting of July 1927 did not consolidate the movement toward closer monetary cooperation. Instead, each country pursued national objectives with renewed zeal. This did not demonstrate a regime failing so
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much as a failure to practice the regime. Contrary to received opinion, the United States did not substantially drain net gold from the rest of the world in 1925–8.42 However, when selective credit controls failed (as they almost always do), the “Fed” saw no alternative to raising interest rates in 1929 in order to curb the New York stock market boom. That inevitably put pressure on sterling. The French and Germans also added to Britain’s secular problems by reducing their sterling balances toward the end of the period.43

From their own point of view, given popular preferences, French monetary authorities had sound reasons for moving toward a gold-bullion standard after 1928. With open-market operations restricted by the stabilization law, the Bank of France believed that it could control domestic finance better by reducing holdings of Devisen.44 In addition, given Anglo–French divergences over German affairs, politicians in Paris saw no compelling reason to finance John Bull’s alleged financial imperialism on their own centime. While expert opinion differed whether a true gold shortage had developed by 1929, international cooperation could have solved the putative problems within the four corners of the existing monetary regime. During the Young Plan negotiations of 1929, W. Randolph Burgess of the New York “Fed” advocated plans for a type of special drawing rights as a feature of the prospective Bank for International Settlements. Ideally, the BIS could serve as an intermediary in the payment of reparations, and reparations deposits could serve as the basis for an expansion of international liquidity.45 The BIS did not wholly fulfill its promise. Plans for paper gold never came to fruition. But the obstacles were political, and not technical.

A political explanation for the breakdown of the gold-exchange standard must focus primarily on Germany. It must track that nation’s resolve, at virtually any cost, to repudiate the strictures of Versailles. The Reich fulfilled the Dawes Plan for reparations only so long as the partial moratorium continued. By a very large margin, it imported more foreign capital than it delivered in reparations. It utilized that capital not in productive plant and equipment, but largely on the amenities of public infrastructure and in financing a higher living standard than domestic productivity could justify. Owing to political pressures and Socialist domination of the arbitration process run by the Labor Ministry, hourly wage rates rose to the point where German industry became internationally uncompetitive. In 1928, Germany demanded another investigation of its capacity to pay reparations, although the real variable remained as always German will to pay. The Young Plan negotiations of 1929, envisioned as a final liquidation of the war, led instead to bitter acrimony. Right-wing nationalists mounted a demagogic campaign against the Young Plan, even though that plan reduced Berlin’s annual obligations by one-quarter.46

In fact, the German economy turned down in 1929 before that of the United States.47 Yet the world recession that began in that year need not have proven substantially worse than the 1920–1 downturn except for one factor: It happened to coincide with a last-ditch German attempt to repudiate its obligations under the Versailles treaty. Contrary to the general impression, President Herbert Hoover slightly cut U.S. taxes in 1930. The full-employment budget proved mildly stimulative in that year; it grew even more expansive in 1931 (when it reached 2 percent of GNP).48 The Labour government in Britain similarly declined to take more than a modest dose of the prescribed deflationary medicine.49

As Temin has pointed out, most of the traditional explanations for the depth of the American downturn in 1930 do not fully work. The stock market plunge of October 1929 did not initially go farther proportionately than the crash of 1987. Many qualified observers considered the first jolt downward a salutary correction, and the limited decrease in private wealth it engendered cannot fully account for the autoomous fall in consumption.50 The collapse of commodity prices hurt commercial farmers, but benefited city dwellers. The Smoot-Hawley tariff had at most marginal consequences.51 The first round of bank failures in late 1930 really featured the insolvency of the purveyor peddlers’ bank in New York and did not produce a significant shock to the quantity of money.52

48 Excellent analysis in Temin, Did Monetary Forces Cause the Great Depression? (New York, 1976), also in idem., Lessons from the Great Depression, 45–63.
By contrast, contemporaries abandoned hope of a normal recovery in the spring and summer of 1931. Deflationary expectations - the so-called Mundell effect - then began to feed on themselves. This second leg of the Depression had its primary roots in international politics. Trying to draw right-wing opinion away from the Nazis by outflanking them in nationalism, Chancellor Heinrich Brüning launched a customs union with Austria as a prelude to political union and the extension of German economic dominance in the East. The Versailles treaty had strictly forbidden such an Anschluss. The French reacted with predictable dismay. The ensuing crisis exposed the fact, already known to insiders, that Austria's largest bank had made unprofitable agricultural loans and become insolvent. The Austrian banking crisis led to a banking crisis in the Reich, in which the dependence of the universal D-banks on short-term foreign loans to finance long-term equity investments became apparent.

At this point, it was far more important for the Reich to maintain the confidence of short-term private lenders than to obtain relief from its modest reparations obligations. State Secretary Fritz Schiffer of the German Finance Ministry forcibly reminded Brüning of the relative magnitudes involved. Yet the chancellor felt that to satisfy public opinion he had to manipulate the crisis to obtain reparations relief as his highest goal. Largely owing to German rigidity and incredibly poor management by Reichsbank President Luther, the French dragged their feet in accepting the Hoover moratorium for reparations and war debts. By the time that international bankers had put together a rescue package for Germany, the forces of deflation elsewhere had spun out of control. No smoking gun has yet emerged from the Threadneedle Street archives to prove that the Bank of England voluntarily abandoned gold in September 1931. But Labour leaders crudely observed that their constituencies would decline further sacrifices for the sake of sterling's world role. And the Bank of England handled its market intervention in defense of the pound with unwonted inexpertise. Governor Norman remained on holiday while the crisis mounted. Younger Bank officials like Kershaw, Siepmann, and Clay expressed no great sorrow to see Downing Street throw in the towel.

Once Britain had abandoned the gold parity, retrospective wisdom suggests that other countries should have followed to obviate the propagation of deflationary forces. Still, the possibilities for rescuing the gold-standard regime were not wholly exhausted. After an initial panic, sterling did not depreciate radically owing to gold disbanding in India. The Treasury therefore set up an Exchange Equalisation Account to "keep down the pound," although it would not threaten that rationale so bluntly in Parliament. Manipulation of sterling - leaning against the wind harder than the wind was blowing, as Howson delicately put it - figured as only one of several interlocking British schemes to beggar their neighbors. In 1932, Whitehall created the Ottawa system and constructed a tariff wall around the British Empire. Those challenges fairly invited a nationalist response elsewhere.

In Germany, however, Brüning quickly realized that he could not possibly follow Britain with a competitive devaluation. A trained and able economist, Brüning surveyed the possibilities more keenly than later critics suggest. Brüning knew that uncompetitive wage rates in Germany would have to come down, one way or another. But, unlike Britain, Germany had no empire. Other countries could and would retaliate if he openly devalued. Moreover, not only did the Young Plan legally require Germany to retain gold parity; a weaker mark would also increase the real weight of the foreign debt that the country had run up with open eyes. Above all, Brüning realized that, after Germany's experience with the 1922-3 hyperinflation, there could be no such thing as a controlled devaluation in the Reich. Indeed, all Europe's nations that had suffered from high inflation in the early 1920s hesitated to repeat the experiment. As the Italian finance minister explained colloquially in 1933: "A man who has drunk too much must be a teetotaler, while the ordinary man can take his wine without dager.

Andreas Rodder, Der deutsche Kurskrisen 1929-1931 (Dusseldorf, 1955); Edward W. Bennett, Germany and the Diplomacy of the Financial Crisis, 1931 (Cambridge, Mass., 1963); Arnd Schubert, Die deutsche Kurskrisen der 30er Jahre (Munich, 1979); H. R. R. M. (Bonn), Brüning's Crisis in the Reich (New York, 1931). For Brüning's emphasis on the primacy of foreign policy, see the judgment defenses in William L. Putsch, Jr., Heinrich Brüning and the Division of the Weimar Republic (New York, 1980), 172-219.

54 Baldwin, Origins and Course of the German Economic Crisis, 296-326.

55 Diane A. Kinn, The Battle for Britain's Gold Standard in 1931 (London, 1987). The present writer attempted without success to find a "smoking gun" in the Bank of England archives. It seems clear, however, that Whitehall faced a virtual "workers' ramp" in the summer of 1931 and concluded that it could not ask the nation to make further domestic sacrifices to save the nation's international position; archival citations in Schieber, American Reparations in Germany, 556.


57 Ibid., 56. Howson observes, however, that even "classic" floating requires targets, and she maintains that Britain managed the float more vigorously in support of domestic policy goals from 1935 onward than earlier.


59 Per Jacobson Diary, 5 July 1933, London School of Economics Library.
Stephen A. Schuler

Undoubtedly the Federal Reserve deepened the American Depression by raising rates in the fall of 1931 to prevent speculators from attacking the dollar after they had finished with sterling. The Fed had little other choice, other than an abrupt devaluation, when the Bank of France peremptorily withdrew all its earmarked gold from New York. Courageously, however, the Fed carried out vast open-market operations in the spring of 1932 despite the lack of clear technical data on their effects. That open-market intervention essentially brought the worst of the American deflation to an end.50

The prospect of international cooperation for recovery had still not wholly disappeared. As Robert Mundell has recently reminded us, fixed exchange rates have obvious advantages—at least when they prove feasible.51 Transfers of pricing, stability of expectations, and lower transaction costs foster trade. When countries accustom themselves to fixed currency relationships, wages, prices, and interest rates tend to harmonize across borders. The integration of commodity, factor, and capital markets strengthens the ability of all trade partners to promote comparative advantage. Per Jacobson and his colleagues in the Monetary Division of the Bank for International Settlements had those benefits firmly in mind when they advocated the restoration of fixed rates with a coordinated joint devaluation against gold to overcome the existing shocks in 1932–3.52 At the World Monetary Conference of June/July 1933, neither the British nor the Americans expressed genuine interest in stabilizing at a rate that the other would find acceptable.53 But it would be erroneous to blame what Franklin Roosevelt called "the old fetishes of so-called international bankers" for the result. Although Keynes, lauded Roosevelt's bombshell message torpedoing the conference as "magnificently right," the president expressed more concern to his newspaper friends to appear ideologically left.54 One cannot examine the tiny scraps

60 Milton Friedman and Anna Jacobson Schwartz, A Monetary History of the United States, 1867–1960 (Princeton, N.J., 1963), 362–419. The Fed also took the lead in setting up Banking and Industrial Committees that could spur housing construction, offer mortgage relief, and self-liquidating public works, and stabilize the bond and commodity markets. It is nevertheless broadly true that monetary rather than national fiscal policies turned the tide. For a nuanced appreciation of the B&I Committees, see Josephine Young Case and Everett Needham Case, Owen D. Young and American Enterprise (Boston, 1962), 575–86.


62 The successive amendments by Jacobson and his staff resulted in wide circulation among Central Bankers. See especially G1/51–33 (Governor's files on League of Nations Monetary and Economic Conference, Nov. 1932–July 1933); also OVA/38, 73–74 (BIS files), Bank of England.
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of paper on which Roosevelt instructed his fellow "chickens farmer" George Warren about monetary-policy preferences in the fall of 1933 without concluding that he had no theoretical grasp of the economic issues involved.55 The World Economic Conference demonstrated, as a practical matter, that international monetary cooperation was dead. Yet the outcome tells us less about the principles of the gold-exchange-standard regime than about the politicians who ran it into the ground.

65 George W. Warren Papers, Cornell University Archives; also Frank Freidel, Franklin D. Roosevelt: Launching the New Deal (Boston, 1973), 454–89; bombshell message quoted in ibid., 483.
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